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OverHeard

Development agenda

Success of digital migration pegged
on meeting needs of the marginalised
Mercy Njoroge

“Women must start to fight for their
space in the media.” These were the
words of Christine Nguku — chairperson of Alternative Media Network
(AMN), during a conference on digital
broadcasting migration Opportunities
and Challenges for Marginalised Communities, held in Nairobi early this week.
The conference, organised by the Association of Media Women in Kenya
(Amwik) and Ford Foundation East Africa, discussed the purview of the digital
broadcast migration and what it means
for the marginalised groups and communities. Participants — from Marsabit,
Kilifi and Tana River counties, media
women, representatives from the Ministry of Information, Communication
and Technology and Communications
Authority of Kenya (formerly, CCK) —
converged to deliberate the emerging issues digital migration will have on communities living in isolated rural areas.
The forum not only brought together
marginalised groups in the centre of the
global discussions of digital broadcasting migration, but also collectively came
up with effective strategies of streamlining access to information by mar-

ginalised groups in view of the global
changes.
Currently, access to information
remains poor among the maginalised,
where basic needs like water, food, pasture for livestock and security are critical
for survival. Women, especially, lack access to information because of a number
of factors narrowed down to their gender roles, economic power and societal
expectations.
According to Fatuma Wario, the
Borole Women’s Group representative
in Sololo, Marsabit county, even as the
debate on digital migration continues,
her community stands to lose on the
benefits of the transition, as more than
80 per cent of Marsabit residents live
below the poverty line. Further, the community is still grappling with illiteracy,
insecurity, lack of clean water and poor
infrastructure, issues that compromise
the communities’ ability to access information let alone optimising the digital
migration.

Development goals

For Helda Isliy, Martha Jilo, Saida Azuaji
and Mariam Basaa, the unmet needs of
women rank highest in their hierarchy
of needs. They, however, appreciate their
involvement in the digital migration is
key to fulfilment of their needs. With
such forums as the one organised by
Amwik, the support of the national and
county governments, the women are
confident mechanisms that build their
capacity will be put in place to enable
them take charge of their destiny in development.
Of importance, the Constitution
recognises the need for free flow of in-

formation for major development as it
provides for several freedoms.
The digitisation process began at the
Regional Radio Conference of 2006
in Geneva, Switzerland when world
stakeholders agreed to have their countries migrate from analogue to digital
terrestrial TV broadcasting. Kenya, as a
signatory to this process has an obligation to ensure the move from analogue
to digital television is completed by June
next year.
And as the transition to digital migration happens, there is awareness of
the fact that there are groups who are
marginalised in access to information.
Marginalisation, in its many facets,
means groups that are not economically empowered may find themselves
challenged by the purchasing power of
information and communication technologies and equipment. Other margin-

alising elements will include gender and
unequal development.
In Kenya, traditionally, the northern
region has been marginalised in many
ways, a factor that has had a spiral effect
in many aspects of development, including information and communication.
Therefore, as we approach the deadline to the realisation of the Millenium
Development Goals next year, it is
imperative to note that access to quality
information is key towards achieving all
the eight goals. It is further imperative
that NGOs and their partners strategically place themselves in a position that
will harness the potential of digital technologies to grow, develop and empower
marginalised communities as well as
media women.
The writer is a Senior Sub Editor at The
People — mercymnjoroge@gmail.com
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Sadly, Jubilee alliance yet to find its footing
Rose Wanjiku

PROBABLY, it is a bit too late to debate
the State of the Nation speech by President Uhuru Kenyatta to mark the first
year of Jubilee reign. But, it is hard to
forget it when every so often, you hear
someone ask, where is the government?
It is also hard not to think about the
state of the nation when, slowly, the envisioned ‘new dawn’ in the Constitution
faces being eroded and when non-issues
become matters of national concern.
Think of a policewoman in tight skirt or
counties wanting to legislate how people (especially women) should dress!
On the state of the nation, MPs just
stripped the National Police Service
Commission of the mandate to appoint

the next Inspector General and his deputies. True, the running of the commission has been dramatic given the power
tussles between IG David Kimaiyo and
the commission chair Johnstone Kavuludi.
However, there was hope the police
force would be somewhat less entangled
in politics. But, the amendments by MPs
giving themselves power to vet the next
IG and letting the President endorse
their choice means wheeler-dealing will
be the greatest card that the next police
boss will have to whip. Politicians cannot be trusted with integrity issues because they harbour self-serving interests
in all they do.
It is unfortunate our politicians keep
expanding areas they can hold the
country hostage. Perhaps, in the next
five years, Kenyans might not recognise
the Constitution they voted for in 2010.
Sadly, voters were denied the power to
recall non-performing MPs under the
guise the provision would be abused.
Back to the President’s state of the
nation address. Well, Kenyans are a
cynical lot and few even bothered to pay

attention to the government scorecard.
One guess would be that few think there
are hardly any marks on the report card,
perhaps, because those in power have
failed in communicating with citizens
despite claiming ‘we are a digital’. Constant updates on social media of what
the President is doing, where he is going
and who he is meeting barely counts
as keeping the citizenry informed. So is
spending days on TV explaining whether
work is being done or not.

Wrong footing

To me, a digital government is one that
makes service delivery easier, not by
taking them online. Offline too, the government should be alive to the needs of
the people. To a child who learns under
trees and still hears about the laptop
project, having a desk and a classroom
would perhaps be more digital (since we
have taken the word to mean modern).
A class and a desk would represent progress in their generation.
By now, President Uhuru Kenyatta
and his deputy William Ruto must
know, having young people or many

women in high positions may not
change the power imbalance or increase
democratic space. By now they know, it
is the skills and not rewarding sycophancy, that will make their legacy. Already,
questionable deals are threatening to
taint Jubilee rule.
Corruption and nepotism have
raised murmurs and they are not being
dealt with. For example, there has not
been any comment on corruption and
nepotism claims at the Geothermal
Generating Company. There are unverified claims billions of shillings are being
siphoned from the company and the
country may never really get value for
money in investing in it. In short, the
Jubilee government seems not to have
found its footing one year later.
Uhuru and Ruto took over in the year
of jubilee, the more reason they should
work to ensure they are not the people
who started the country’s race to the next
jubilee on the wrong footing.
The writer is a Features Editor at The
People

If you thought that Akuku
Danger, he of scores of wives
fame is long gone never to
return, think again! A first-time
MP from Nyanza region, who is
also a lawyer, has earned
himself the nickname because
of his amorous behaviour. Our
moles have it that since his
election to the National
Assembly, last year, an
alarming number of women
have emerged, seeking upkeep
for children they claim he sired.
While the MP has more than 10
such cases pending in various
courts, there are other women
who have been lining up
outside Parliament, seeking
the intervention of various
authorities. Talk of Akuku
Danger reincarnated!
***
Mombasa County Commissioner Nelson Marwa has
scored a first with journalists at
the Coast. After keeping the
scribes waiting for more than
five hours, the commissioner
personally wrote letters to each
of them, apologising over the
incident. And in yet another
score, Marwa vowed to ensure
such an incident would never be
repeated without explanation.

SNAPSHOT

Woman narrates
‘pleasurable’ sex
affair with ghosts
A women, who claims to have
had sex with ghost on more
than one occasion, has
admitted the experience was
“really, really pleasurable”.
Ukrainian actress Natasha
Blasick told This Morning the
spectral attack had a “calming”
effect on her when it was
suggested the encounter would
have left her screaming the
house down.
She added: “I guess I am the
kind of girl that enjoys this sort
of thing.”
Detailing the first of two
sexual encounters with the
ghosts, Natasha said: “I was in
a room, at home, by myself. I
was laying in bed and then I felt
something enter the room and I
couldn’t see anybody.
“I could feel somebody was
touching me and the hands
were pushing me against my
will and I could feel the weight
of the body on top of me.
“I couldn’t see anybody but I
could feel the pressure, the
energy, the warmth pushing in
different directions.
“The first time I was very
confused but then I just decided
to relax and it was really, really
pleasurable. I really enjoyed it
– this is what happened.”
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